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Toriel, Caretaker of the RuinsThe deviant flower was launched out of sight by what was apparently a ball of
fire, and a tall bipedal goat woman came into view. The womanâ€¦ um, goat-woman, gave a heartfelt sigh and
chuckle, and beckoned them to her. I shall not harm you. I pass through this area every day to see if anyone
has fallen down. You are the first humans to come here in a long time. Come, I will heal you and guide you
through the catacombs. They needed help, urgently, and if this was the only being that could help - it would be
worth the try. She bent down and enveloped the trio into a loving, tender hug. During the warm embrace a soft
green glow surrounded them, and Frisk and Mason felt the pain suddenly disappear, and was instead filled
with a sense of security and hope. She broke the contact and stepped back a bit. When she started to walk, they
clung to her side, not wanting to encounter with any other dangerous monsters such as Flowey. What was
most interesting, though, was a floating yellow object similar to a star in the middle of the leaves. Magnus
stepped forward while Toriel led the others up the balcony and waited patiently for the exploratory boy. He
slowly reached forward and tapped the star, and a black box suddenly appeared in front of him causing him to
jump back with surprise. The shadow of the ruins looms above, filling you with Perseverance, Bravery, and
Determination. It then gave him the option either to Save or to Return. Out of curiosity, he hit Save. The
letters turned yellow, and after flashing this message disappeared. Did you see that? Magnus hopped up on the
balcony and the three comrades walked ahead, quietly discussing the passing of the recent event. She then
passed in front of them and stopped them before they were able to trigger the puzzle trap. Allow me to educate
you in the operation of the Ruins. Ancient fusions between diversions and door keys. One must solve them to
move from room to room. Please adjust yourself to the sight of them. Brave ones, foolish ones. Both walk not
the middle road.
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Valves are now numbered top-down, but you can flip the order if you want. The images in this article, and the
download have been updated. Last month, Santa Claus brought me a special present. I awoke on December
25th to find this shiny instrument waiting for me under the tree. It was a pocket trumpet from the Taiwanese
manufacturer Carol Brass. It has as much tubing as a regular trumpet, but the tubes are twisted a bit more, so it
takes up a lot less space in your closet. It is beautifully constructed, especially considering the fairly low price.
So these button contraptions were a mystery to me. So I needed a bit of retraining. There are several varieties
of fingering charts, as you will see in the image results of said search. The fingering charts show which valves
to press for which notes. Three valves, eight combinations, how fun! These thoughts quickly led me to the
idea of creating a Visio shape that could be used atop imported screenshots of sheet music. So I quickly set to
work creating a Visio SmartShape that could easily display trumpet fingerings like this: As you progress
through the piece, you can place fewer and fewer fingerings so that you or the student is forced to learn or
memorize. You just drop it on the page and type the numbers of the valves that should be pressed: The text
that you type is not visible, once you are finished editing the shape. To show Open or No Valves Pressed, just
clear the text. If the valve number is present, then it will be activated. Here is an extreme example of a way to
turn on valves 2 and 3: You can edit the text in a number of ways, including: Select the shape and type
Double-click the shape and edit the existing text. You can choose to show or hide numbers on the valves, and
you can choose to show 3 or 4 valves, and you can choose to reverse the order. I originally created a shape that
number 1 at the bottom, 3 or 4 at the top, because when you hold a trumpet and look down at the valves, that
is what it looks like. But there seems to be a standard that numbers the valves from top down. I still think my
way is betterâ€”at least for trumpeting! If you are also a programmer, you will appreciate the binary tie-in.
Three valves have eight combinations. Four valves have sixteen combinations: Note for those of you with two
layers of tape across the bridge of your glasses: Trumpet valves open tubes of differing lengths. To open
increasing lengths of tubes, you would press valve 2 first, then 1, then 3. The least significant bit is valve 2,
then 1, then 3. Note that the text will automatically determine the darkness of the fill and toggle between black
and white so that it remains readable! If you resize the shape, the valve text will grow automatically: For
rapidly placing lots of these shapes on a page, I like to use a few keyboard modifiers. Select an existing VF
valve fingerings shape, or drag one from the Document Stencil. This keeps things nice and tidy. Press F4
repeatedly to create more duplicates with the same offset as the first copy. Importing Music Notation Images
Visio can incorporate images into drawings and diagrams. You can import from files on your disk or in cloud
services such as Dropbox or OneDrive, or just cut and paste. Sometimes you can even drag and drop from
your browser. Since a lot of sheet music is available in PDF form, you might need to grab a screenshot of the
portion of music that you want to annotate. I use the Snip app from Microsoft Garage. If you use OneNote,
there is a button that you can use. I usually name this layer Images or Photos or Bitmaps. It shows the
relationship of trombone slide positions to trumpet valve fingerings: Trombonists convert the three trumpet
bits to a single number In order to learn the fingerings, I figured I would take an AI approach and bombard
myself with practice. Since trumpets are really, really loud, I figured simulation would be my best bet. It has
enough useful options, such as choosing the range of notes to practice, fingering a horn with 3 or 4 valves,
screen layout of the valves, quizzing via random notes, scales or exercises, and more. You can even kind of
hold your phone like a trumpet and press the valves as the notes appear on the screen: The main page in the
document is loaded with demonstrations and helpful notes, but be sure to check out the second page in the
document, which is the same as the first, but without all the notes.
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If you do not wish to be contacted, leave it blank. Review Guidelines Explain exactly why you liked or
disliked the product. Do you like the artist? Is the transcription accurate? Is it a good teaching tool? Consider
writing about your experience and musical tastes. Are you a beginner who started playing last month? Do you
usually like this style of music? Be respectful of artists, readers, and your fellow reviewers. Please do not use
inappropriate language, including profanity, vulgarity, or obscenity. Avoid disclosing contact information
email addresses, phone numbers, etc. We cannot post your review if it violates these guidelines. If you have
any suggestions or comments on the guidelines, please email us. All submitted reviews become the licensed
property of Sheet Music Plus and are subject to all laws pertaining thereto. If you believe that any review
contained on our site infringes upon your copyright, please email us. Tell a friend or remind yourself about
this product. You may also enter a personal message. We do not use or store email addresses from this form
for any other purpose than sending your share email. You can also listen to your MP3 at any time in your
Digital Library. You can also download at any time in your Digital Library. Your video is in XX format and is
playable on most pre-installed video players.
4: Trumpet Valve Fingerings Visio Shape â€“ Visio Guy
The Music used for this video is from my Clarinet cover of Shape of you by Ed Sheeran it is keyed for Bb instruments so
you can play alone. If it sounds like a Clarinet its because it is LOL enjoy.
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